Registration and Welcome Breakfast

WEDI President and CEO, Devin Jopp, Ed.D., and Chairman, Jim Daley - Opening Remarks

TRACK 2 - PRIVACY & SECURITY

Innovative encounter approaches are an important stakeholder, what is the message, how is the message to be delivered and why developing an enumeration schema approach. Lisa Savicki will also discuss the with the questions/decisions that need to be answered by each health plan in will provide some insight to the legal interpretation by certain health plans along and HPID Communication , Iliana Peters The Framework will consist of standards, guidelines, and best practices to promote the protection of critical infrastructure. The Framework will also begin discussion on how to keep on track with changes moving forward to bring it to life for attendees by tracking the evolution electronic prior authorizations (ePA) functionality developed in the NCPDP Script Standard for refactoring.

OCR Update on the New HIPAA/HITECH Rules and Regulatory Guidance, Lisa Savicki The presentation will also discuss recently issued regulatory guidance materials that clarify and explain key changes in the 2013 final rule which modified the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Breach Notification, and Enforcement Rules. OCR is the preeminent source.

An ICD-10 Street View - Lessons from Payer and Provider Efforts, Dave McCord, PMP, TM-Floyd & Company will lead an interactive session focused on helping payers and providers set priorities and align compliance activities to complete their ICD-10 compliance efforts. We are just a year away from the ICD-10 go-live date, and so much has to happen. Using the real-life ICD-10 compliance projects that Dave is managing for payer and provider clients, he will provide a street view of the barriers to compliance with which he has seen organizations struggle and provide guidance on overcoming those barriers in a crunch. Dave will present techniques to optimize the remaining time and will help you to communicate to your executive leadership team what has to be done to be compliant.

Guidance, Erik Newlin, Betty Gomez and Chris Bruns After the compliance date of 10/1/2014 many questions arise around readiness. Who will need to accommodate both ICD-9 codes and ICD-10 codes after 10/1/2014?l is how will this change affect the business of payer as well as other industries such as P&C. Given that the desire of the industry as a whole is to ensure business continuity, how are you going to handle the risk if some of your trading partners are not ready? One of the leading risk mitigation strategies considered within the industry has been to afford a period of time where ICD-9 and ICD-10 could potentially co-exist.

New What? Healthcare Transformation to PHD ACO Type Models Now- Will You Be Ready? Successful?, Caroline Piscitelli The challenge for each provider spanning from clinicians, hospitals and continuum of care entities is the delivery of the right care at the right time to the right patient or beneficiary within a contracted bundled payment budget apportioned to and across each partner. A systematic analytical and best practice approach is essential for return on alignment of performance outcomes and waste reductions across a new paradigm. Throughout this unprecedented healthcare transformation, an essential critical success factor is to internalize and interpret industry key learnings from other’s real time experiences while implementing one’s customized approach. Segmentation of learnings according to PHD ACO model type, populations, size, scope and outcome deliverables can enable others to bypass successful strategic approaches and embrace aspects of successful ones.

WELCOME RECEPTION & DECADE PARTY - 6:00 - 7:30 PM - The Gaylord National Hotel